
Xtreem Solution Keeps Up The Cutting-edge
Services After Soaring Success in IT Domain
PENNSYLVANIA, UNITED STATES, December 12, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The IT sector is
constantly coming up with new ideas and innovations even after many ups and downs happened in
the past few years. Xtreem Solution, one of the rising stars of the IT domain is firming its position and
setting milestones for its peers with exemplary achievements in the mobile app and development
arena. The IT company found its inception in 2008 and jumped into the field with just a handful of
staffs to gain customer loyalty and some projects. 

In the first place, the marketplaces like Freelancer, Elance, and Upwork were the primary targets of
the company to flourish the entry-level business. With sheer dedication and round the clock hard
work, the venture managed to convert some regular clients into the patrons. The dream of Mr. Vikash
Jangid, CEO of Xtreem Solution was backed by Mr. Shivratan Jangid, co-founder of the venture and
by the virtue of the combined ideas and efforts, the company managed to earn reputation and
resources from the marketplaces.

The CEO of the venture talks about the difficult journey of the team which gave many bumpy rides in
order to grow and sustain in the market. According to the company, brick and mortar business model
was not enough to drive a significant number of customers. The aim was to grow the business online
for which a friendly and engaging website was needed. The team commenced building a professional
business website for the company so that the business becomes global and reaches millions of
customers. 

In 2013, the major goal of the company became lead generation and to approach the big players of
different industries. Twenty more professionals joined the company this year and helped in expanding
the ideas as well the business. The leading-edge tools like SEO and Adwords were focused and
gratifying results were found. The venture kept growing without negotiating with our service quality
and groundbreaking ideas. The company was no more limited to the Web Development Services but
entered the E-commerce and digital marketing domains as well. 

The year 2017 gave a new edge to the company’s business. More than 105 IT professionals lent their
hands to take the company’s business to new heights. During the graceful journey of 9 years, not only
the services of the company became robust but the infrastructure and technology were improved
drastically as well. The tagline of the company ‘Perfection Delivered’ literally went with the company’s
image and performance. Xtreem Solution even received many positive reviews. One of the reviews on
Clutch said “Xtreem Solution delivered a flawless design that has received positive reviews and is
competitive in a crowded market. The team was hands-on from the start with reliable, accountable,
and detail-oriented project management. They provided good communication with regular progress
and status updates.” 

Xtreem Solution claims to have completed over 3000 projects so far and dedicated more than 35,000
hours on coding. Xtreem Solution served some of the big names and received appreciations from
Clutch, Appfutura, Upwork, Microsoft, Silicon India, Web Guru and to name a few. Magnolia, Daily
View and LA FAVORTIA are some of the eye-catching works of the company that are driving the
business at a great pace. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://xtreemsolution.com/web-development-services.html
https://clutch.co/profile/xtreem-solution


About Xtreem Solution        

Xtreem Solution is an IT company offering functional and performance-oriented services related to
mobile apps, website design, ecommerce, digital marketing and many other domains. Xtreem
Solution was founded by Mr. Vikash Jangid & Mr. Shivratan Jangid in 2008. The venture has set many
milestones in the past 9 years and managed to gain thousands of customers. The exemplary growth
of the company makes it a trusted and top Mobile Application Development Company in India. The
company offers a digital edge to the businesses so that they can focus more on their products,
services and sales rather than marketing and reaching a huge audience. The company has both
creative design and development skills and technology experience.

For more details about the company and its services, visit xtreemsolution.com
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